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SUM teknik AB 

SUM teknik AB offers several concepts for training in automation 

technologies. In TrainingKit Mechatronics the student can, 

through about 20 exercises step-by-step, learn all the technologi-

es needed to build a machine, It involves mechanics, electrics, 

pneumatics, logics, sensors, PLC-control and more. It can be 

combined with different controllers and brands. A preferable way 

to use it is in combination by neutral Automgen, a flexible soft-

ware were drawings, programming, HMI and more can be made 

and be combined with different PLC:s etc. (all examples in the 

trainingmaterial are made by Automgen and 

are available in the material).  Automgen, PLC, 

powersupply & compressor can be ordered. 
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also. 

There are several TrainingKits available. They are 

compatible with each other and can be combined to 

build systems etc. Every station can also be bought 

as prebuilt stations. 

 

In TrainingKit Mechatronics there are a double alu-

minium base plate and a bag containing all modules 

needed for the about 20 exercises). If needed we can 

also deliver PLC:s, powersupplies, compressor etc. 

We can also supply trainingmaterials for the PLC, 

HMI, communication, motor control etc. 

 

The Kit includes: 

 Pneumatics (2 cylinders, various valves and val-

veblock, throttleconnectors etc.) 

 Motor and screw 

 Buttons (electrical and pneumatical) and light  

 Connectors, relays and valveblock on DIN-rail 

 Screws, fixings, beams and tools  

 Magazine with slide. 

 

The modules are used in different ways in the diffe-

rent exercises (reused). Here are some exercise ex-

amples: 

 Electrical connections and measurement 

 Logics (by electrics and pneumatics) 

 Pneumatical weight unit 

 Ballblowingstation 

 Magazine with pneumatic feeder 

 Balancing arm 

 Friction and gravity 

 Linear unit with motor and selfholing 

 Sortingstation with PLC 

 Fillingstation with PLC 

 

All courseware are included digitally for free use. 

There are written material, powerpointpresentations, 

videos and programexamples included. 

 


